
MARKETING INTELLIGENCE

'Marketing intelligence (MI) is the everyday information relevant to a company's markets, gathered and analyzed
specifically for the purpose of accurate and.

Marketing research data is not readily available. Market intelligence tools Keeping track of all the information
included in market intelligence can quickly become time-consuming for small companies. At its core, market
intelligence uses multiple sources of information to create a broad picture of the company's existing market,
customers, problems, competition, and growth potential for new products and services. An interview with a
subject matter expert in technological solutions can give a company valuable information as to what is
trending and what can be expected in the near future. Market Reports Small companies often want to
determine how they are faring in certain markets. There are various methods in which surveys can be
conducted depending on what information needs to be collected. It becomes easier for companies to apply a
structured system to do so as it can then scan out the relevant messages without much of a trouble. Hence
customer feedback must be taken. He needs to know the competitors in his market, information about his
customers, the products in the market, and so on. A telephone survey can be conducted with a set of questions
that include product features, brand preference, price comfort, and many more, which can help the company to
launch the right kind of product in the market. This information goes far behind the typical name, address and
emails of customers. For example, if Ben learned that his customers were increasingly active in the mobile
market or that his competitors were introducing new products for mobile devices, he would know that his
company needs to offer more mobile products to keep up. For example, A focus group is asked about their
opinions to understand what would be the most ideal phone for them. Government Regulation Marketers may
also use marketing intelligence and research in conjunction with certain government regulations. Sources of
raw data for that analysis include sales logs, surveys and social media, among many others. Kotler, Keller,
Koshy and Jha  It could be related to population age in that area, infrastructure facilities, spending habits of
consumers, state or government regulations etc. Once this information is processed, businesses can use it to
make important decisions, including determining market opportunity and creating market development
metrics. The restaurant management team would also need to survey customers to determine whether what
other menu items customers may like. Market intelligence helps you to determine market segmentation, thus
allowing the company to understand which product will succeed with which group of people. Understanding
this information will enable a company to sell better and make changes in their products according to the
demand. Into what demographic segments can the company push new and existing products? They can be the
company's largest customers or representatives of customers or the most outspoken customers. What simple
everyday information would a company want first? This includes: Competitors: companies that you compete
with either directly or indirectly for sales Partners and aspirational competitors: companies that you cooperate
with on campaigns or products, or those that have related but non-competitive products Customers and
prospects: the target market, your audience for marketing, sales, and product efforts Thought leaders: people
such as reporters and industry experts who influence and discuss market movements In addition to the above
subjects, a strong market intelligence practice involves monitoring your own company to benchmark yourself
alongside these audiences. The entire market intelligence process has now become much easier using reliable
and powerful market intelligence software. These systems take data from disparate data sources, like web
analytics , business intelligence , call center and sales data, which often come separate reports, and put them
into a single environment. Advanced analytical techniques such as Conjoint analysis , Maxdiff analysis, Gap
analysis, Trend analysis , Text and Sentiment analysis allow a company to understand the market accurately
which aid them to make strategic business decisions. For example, Ben wants to know how many other
companies provide the same products as he does. Market intelligence is a vital aspect to understand the state of
the market, as well as helps collect competitor intelligence which in turn aids towards becoming profitable. A
cleaning products marketer, for example, may discover she must start including a "hazardous substance"
warning on all bottles through marketing intelligence: a national trade magazine. Since it takes very less time
to answer these, the response rate is extremely high. Analysis and Communication are key steps in translating
market intelligence information into impactful decisions and campaigns for a business. Market intelligence has
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the ability to drive both strategic and tactical actions, and have both quantitative and qualitative impact on a
business. Market Intelligence: Definition Market intelligence is defined as the information or data that is
derived by an organization from the market it operates in or wants to operate in, to help determine market
segmentation, market penetration, market opportunity, and existing market metrics. Although, interviews with
subject matter experts can give you an understanding of the market trends in a particular industry if you are
not well acquainted with such industry information. The customers would then rank the marketing manager's
company and the competitors on quality, service and value, using a five- or- point scale, for example -- with
five or 10 being the highest rating. Analyzing this information will enable a company to evaluate its position
in the market and make strategies accordingly. Alternatively, cloud services such as Oracle and Birst can help
you easily share business intelligence among units. Business owners usually use industry reports, articles,
newsletters and personal observation to study their competitors. For example, a plumbing company may have
stronger distribution channels in place. A market intelligence department or officer is active in the space
between knowledge management and the ultimate decision-maker. Marketing managers can design reports
that correlate and visualize data coming from a variety of departments and sources even, in some cases,
external data. Hence a few select stores are provided with these chocolates to be tested with their target
customers. Thus using market intelligence effectively can enable a company to penetrate a market successfully
and effectively, determine market segmentation, understand the competition and understand the market as a
whole.


